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INTERFACE SPECIFICATION
Subtraction of F114 Fragment From F12
Table 2 spectra is included for reference. The subtraction is accomplished





Ion potential - 576 V
(85 to 87) signal, this is F12 and F114 interference
(101 to 103) signal - 0.2X (85 to 87) signal this is F11
Position 2: The ion potential is dropped to 432V
Display A: Nothing
Display B: (135-137) signal collected on 101 collector this is F114.




Ion potential returned to 576V
(85 to 87) signal - 2.6X (135 to 137) signal this is F12
corrected for F114 interference
Same as Display in Position 1.
The switch automatically returns to Position 1 when released at Position 3. Thus
the calculation for correcting (85 to 87) for F114 interference is automatically
performed.
Note that the Freons will not be present on the submarine simultaneously. They
occur in pairs Fll - F12; and F12 - F114. Thus for the first pair the switch
is not used.
The technical analysis behind this specification will be released in a Project
Note shortly.
TABLE 2
Spectra of F12, Fll and F114 including only peaks occurring at 85-87 and 101-103
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SLIT WIDTHS, BEAM WIDTHS, AND RESOLUTION
FOR m/e = 85 AND 101
With reference to Figure 7, use results for exit boundary angle O = -14
degrees. It is assumed:
S = 0.012 in
o
a +2 degrees
B = 0.005 (total)
B = 4030 gauss
VACC = 596 volts
X (object coordinate) = -3.101 in
Y (object coordinate) = 0.824 in
Entry Angle = 5 degrees
Object Distance = 3.11 in
Magnetic Field Angle m/e = 85 = 55.76 degrees
Magnetic Field Angle m/e = 101 = 54.61 degrees
Image Distance m/e = 85 = 2.146 in
Image Distance m/e = 101 = 2.344 in
Radius m/e = 85 = 3.171 in
Radius m/e = 101 = 3.450 in
The two principal peaks of Freon 12 are m/e 85 and 87 and for Freon 11 they
are m/e - 101 and 103. Therefore, adjust resolving slits to receive simul-
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H-2 x D · 1/86Y




D = 0.011 in
BW = 2 D 1/86 + BW
e y






















D . = 0.0097 iny 102
1
BWe = 2x D - +BW
e y 102
= 0.063 " 0.064
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0.078 0.078Slit Width = 0.7= 0.1638
tan 250 0.477
= 41.6 min











If 1 mass is collected
m/e 85
S S - BW Av/V
0.1 0.051 0.009 0.0095
0.2 0.063 0.021 0.022
0.3 0.078 0.036 0.038
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IMAGE POSITION
COMPUTER PLOTS - NAVY MAGNET
CORRECTED JUNE 19, 1971
JUNE 23, 1971
X - INCH
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TOTITE ANALYZER SUBSYSTEM PARAMETERS
The following parameters will be defined in the project note: Leak conductance;
ion source and analyzer partial pressure; ion source conductance; ion pumping
speed; source sensitivity; ion current; electrometer feedback resistor; and
isolation amplifier gain.
Table 3 lists the maximum partial pressures, where the total pressure is 760 torr.
TABLE 3















0 - 40 torr
0 - 44 torr
0 - 800 torr
60 - 200 torr
0 - 25 torr
0 - 0.228 torr
0 - 0.38 torr






0.228 torr (300 ppm)
0.038 torr (50 ppm)
0.228 torr (300 ppm)
*These will be displayed
The freon detection presents a problem of studying cross-interferences of three
peaks; 85, 101 and 135. This problem will be discussed in a separate note.
M/e 135 is measured at the 101 bucket by reducing voltage.
To evaluate Ps and Pa, a source pressure of 1 x 10- 4 torr for air is assumed,
a source conductance of 50 cc/sec for N2 and an ion pumping speed of 20 1/sec
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It was not certain whether the conductance of the Varian leak is viscous or
molecular in nature, therefore both cases were considered. The viscous type
leak enhances the sensitivity to the high molecular weight Freons.
The sensitivity ratio of the Freons to Nitrogen is taken from the memorandum
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INTERFACE SPECIFICATION
Slit Widths, Locations
The locations of the images were deduced by computer calculations, using part
of the "monster" program, with field plots.
Following data was used: Object location X = -7.76 cm, y = 1.247
Ion voltage = 576V
Average field = 3970 gauss
Initial ray angle at object = 110






































Lower masses dy/dx = 0.7 =
85 and 101 dy/dx = 0.6 =
TABLE
Collector Slit Widths (perpendicular to
Resolution
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TABLE 7 (Cont)
Resolution




































The collector slit widths were calculated to satisfy the criteria in the table
above. The m/e of 85 and 101 were actually three masses wide to include both
of the freon peaks near mass 85 and both near 101.
The focal plane of 34° is referenced to the coordinate system used in the
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SLIT WIDTHS, BEAM WIDTHS, AND RESOLUTION FOR m/e = 85 AND 101













































peaks of-Freon 12 are m/e 85 and 87 and for Freon 11 they are

















1 2Dy x 1/86
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m/e 85
BW = 0.042
D 1/86 = 0.011 in
Y
BW = 2 D 1/86 + BW
e Y
(BWe) = 0.022 + 0.042 = 0.064 in
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If 1 mass is collected
m/e 85
t/b S S-BW Av/V
0.1 0.051 0.009 0.0095
0.2 0.063 0.021 0.022
0.3 0.078 0.036 0.038
m/e 101
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Freon 114 1, 2-Dichlorotetrafluoroethane




F12 m = 85
1000





































The problem is to correct the m/e 85, 87 readings of F12 for the m/e 85, 87
fragments from F114, and to correct the m/e 101, 103 readings of Fll for the
m/e 101, 103 fragments from F12. F12 can appear with Fll or F12 can appear with
F114, but Fll will not appear with F114.
A V1 / 2 correction will be made to account approximately for sensitivity loss
when m/e 135, 137 from F114 is measured on the m/e 101, 103 collector. The
normal operating voltage is 576 volts.
101 x 576 V = 135. V - V = 432 volts.
29
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For the F12, F114 combination.
IFl14 (m/e 135, 137 at 135, 137 coll) =
F114 432
IF14 (m/e 135 1137 at 101, 103 coll) x 
IF114 (m/e 85, 87 at 85, 87 coll) =
IF1l4 (m/e 135, 137 at 101, 103 coll) x 576 1000 + 316
F114U32 452 + 143
IF1l4 (m/e 135, 137 at 101, 103 coll) x 2.55
For the F12, Fll combination.
IF12 (m/e 101, 103 at 101, 103 coll) =
135 + 120
IF12 (m/e 85, 87 at 85, 87 coll) x 1000 + 318
IF12 (m/e 85, 87 at 85, 87 coll) x 0.194
Summary
m/e 85, 87 coll, I(F12) = I(85, 87 coll) - IF114 (m/e 135, 137 at 101,
103 coll) x 2.6
m/e 101, 103 coll, I(Fll) = I(101, 103 coll) - IF12 (m/e 85, 87 at 85,
87 coll) x 0.19
There is an unestimated uncertainty in these corrections due to uncertainty in
sensitivities and uncertainty in voltage corrections to sensitivities. In final
analysis, corrections will have to be determined experimentally.
30
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FILAMENT CHARACTERISTIC DEFINITION FOR U.S. NAVY M.S.
The effective resistance of the filament, i.e., the resistance from one feed-
through pin to the other on the ion source housing will be nominally 0.75 ohms.
The expected tolerance for this filament resistance, including variations between
units and lifetime characteristics is from 0.4 to 1.2 ohms (absolute). This
resistance is only from one header pin to the other, and does not include:
a. Contact resistance at the connection to the feedthroughs
b. Wire resistance in cabling
c. Contact resistance in the filament switching relay
d. Transformer impedance in the filament supply
e. Other resistive elements in the filament supply.
The maximum filament power required will nominally be 3.1 +0.5 watts (for
variations among units).
Thus the voltage and current requirements (dc or rms) can be found by substi-
tuting the above value variations into the following expressions, and looking
at the worst case results:
V= (PR) / I = 1
where:
V = filament voltage
I = filament current
P = filament power
R = filament resistance
The emission regulator shall also be designed such that if the regulator is set
to supply no emission current, the filament shall remain cold upon application
of power to the electronics (i.e., the filament shall not flash or pulse and
then turn off).
31
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ANALYZER POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATION
The ion source to be used is 30003, with the power supply to be basically the
same as Med II. The basic difference in requirements between 30003 and Navy
is the increased ion energy. If the voltage of each electrode, referred to
anode is increased by 400 V we have the desired energy of approximately 580 V.
The voltages and adjustments required were therefore established by studying
the differences encountered in the final versions of 30003 S/N's 1 through 5.
The range encountered is compared with Med II Nominal in Table 9.
In the 30249 Navy supply we must provide the additional focus voltage, IFB,
and we must provide additional range to the Z-axis focusing. These both
require changes in the low current string.
To provide for bringing the F114, m/e 135, into the m/e 101 collector, we
must drop the ion electrode potentials by the factor 0.748 and the electron
electrode potentials by the constant amount, 144 V. These design requirements
are shown in Table 10.
Design Deviations From Med II
a. Provision for dropping ion potential
b. Z-axis focus approaches ion accelerator potential
c. Electron focus must have four voltages instead of three
d. Electron focuses must go below and above filament potential
e. A meter shall be installed across an appropriate resistor at the
bottom of the low current string for monitoring voltage.
32
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TABLE 9
Analyzer Voltages
**Range in 30003 Range +400 V Med II Nominal
Ion Accelerator 160 - 178 560 - 578 580
Ion Repeller 170 - 185 570 - 585 580 - 605
Ion Focus A 142 - 178 542 - 578 370 - 580
Ion Focus B 0 - 160 400 - 560 370 - 580*
Z-Axis, A, B 157 - 179 557 - 579 265 - 370
Anode 210 - 250 610 - 650 780
Filament 79 - 67 479 - 467 490
Electron Accelerator 211 - 274 611 - 674 780
Fil Shield No. 1, No. 2 43 - 61 443 - 461 475 - 490
Electron Focus A, B 56 - 81 456 - 481 505 - 545
*Not present in Med II
**Range encountered in final values of S/N 1 through 5.
0.013 inch clearance between IFB and exit slit and between IFB and IFA will be
the largest gradient (580 V).
33
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Fil Shield No. 1, No. 2
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ION SOURCE LOCATION TOLERANCES
Two studies enable an estimate of image motions when the source is mislocated.
The first is a computer study in which the boundaries of a perfect magnet with
no fringe fields were varied. The image positions were plotted against exit
boundary position, leaving source location fixed. Varying the exit face y
coordinate is equivalent to an opposite motion in the object y coordinate. The
worst case, e/m = 101, resulted in an image motion of -0.15 in for an object
motion of +0.1 inch.
The second study was actually an error in source location in the initial
computer trajectory plots. 0.5 in X movement in source location made image
variations of less than 0.1 inch.
An error in launch direction, in the first approximation makes no change in
image locations, since the image is by definition, an a focus point.
Mechanical department assures that 0.001 in translation and 0.10 launch
direction tolerances can be retained upon removal and replacement of a
doweled source assembly. This precision will assure a total image location
tolerance of 0.0015 and a tolerance along the focal plane of 0.001. The
direction of motion is shown in Figure 8.
This information may be of some use in knowing how the foci behave during the
magnet movement of the initial tuneup. The results indicate that intuition
probably fails. To summarize; (1) for horizontal magnet motion parallel to
the exit boundary, the images follow the magnet, (2) with magnet motion
perpendicular to the exit boundary, the image also follow the magnet but the
motion is amplified at the high masses by 1.5. At the lower masses the
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VARIAN VALVE CLOSING
Four Varian valves have been tested on a leak conductance test station to
examine their degree of closure upon heating power failure. The valves were
heated to 1000°C adjusted to a leak conductance of 5 x 10-6 cc sec-1 (4 x 10-6
torr liter sec1-), then allowed to cool. Their conductance was recorded as a
function of time and temperature. The results are outlined in Table 11 and a
typical conductance vs time is plotted in Figure 9. Closure vs temperature is
plotted in Figure 10. Time for the 1500 cc 30249 system to rise to 10-2 torr
is included in Table 11. This is considered to be the maximum time period that
the system can be without power for the ion pump to be restarted without
roughing. If the valve did not close at all, the pressure would rise to 10-2
torr in 66 minutes.
TABLE 11
Max
Valve S/N Time to 2/3 Close Time to Close Pressure Time to 10-2 torr
No. 1 15 min 20 min 1.5 x 10'3 > 24 hr
No. 2 6 min 8 min 0.6 x 10- 3 > 24 hr
No. 3 10 min -- 10 hr
No. 4 20 min -- 5 hr
With no thermal coefficient
Conclusions
These tests very definitely indicate the proximity of our desired set point to
a knee in the temperature coefficient curve of the valve conductance. Because
of this knee, the valve closes rapidly to approximately 10-6 torr liter sec- 1.
Two of the valves tested continued to close rapidly to fully closed. The
other two closed more slowly below the knee and remained with a measurable con-
ductance at room temperature. Even if the valve is misadjusted to double our
design value, it is estimated that a power failure of a few hours would not
necessitate rough pumping the system.
It is therefore recommended that the mechanical valve closer be abandoned and
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SECONDARY ELECTRONS GENERATED IN COLLECTOR BUCKETS
It is well established experimentally and theoretically that the maximum
energy of secondary electrons emitted by the impact of ions on metal surfaces
is Ej -2 p.
Ej = Ionization potential of ion
4 = Electron work function of metal
This is approximately 5 eV for the ions and metals used in 30249.




V = Electron energy eV
B = Magnetic field gauss
Worst case would be the 101 bucket where the magnetic field is least.
B = 50 gauss
3.37
50 5 cm = 15 mm = 60 mil
2R = 0.120 in.
Note that the electrons will curve in the field in such a way that most electrons
tend to go deeper in the bucket (shown below), since most electrons come off
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Design collector bucket so that point of ion impact is greater than 0.12 inches
below slit.
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SAMPLE LINE CHARACTERISTICS
It has been suggested that a 300 foot transport line may be used with the
30249 MS System. In this note the pressure drops and delay time will be calcu-
lated so that compatibility with available transport pumps can be considered.
V = Volume of line 0.150 ID, Length 300 ft = 1.03 liter
Q = Flow in atm liters per minute = 1.685 x 10- 5 (p2 2 P12 )
P2' P1 are pressures at the extreme ends of the line in torr.
At = Delay _ V minutes
The total pressure drops in the line filters 2 Nupro SS4F7 and 2 millipore GS
are derived from the manufacturer's data sheets. Flows, pressure drops and
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MOVEMENT OF m/e = 2 IMAGE BY ION SOURCE SHIELD
The computer program used to calculate the image positions and beam widths in
30249 Project Note No. 3 utilized a magnetic field plot in which the ion
source shielding was omitted. In this note, we will report an investigation
of the movement of this image point when the magnetic field is perturbed by
the source shield.
To check this image motion, the previous field plot was used, together with
the computer generated trajectory and a new plot of the perturbed field along
































If sufficiently small increments are
in a magnetic field can be described
angle between each line and the next
taken, the motion of a charged particle
by a series of straight lines. The
is given by:
-1 £
a =- tan -
R
Z = line segment length, meters
R = B3.37 x 10 2 meters
M = ion mass, au
m = electron mass, au
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B = magnetic field, gauss
V = ion energy, eV
Thus the deviation from a straight line trajectory that occurs in a distance








Thus, the change in X, AX, due to a change in R, AR is given by
2
R X
-AX = AR = AR
R2 R
but from the relation between R and B it is found that
-AR AB
R B
so the perturbation of the trajectory is given by
AX = AXB
B
Dividing the trajectory in equal segments (10 segments) we see that the total
deviation due to a perturbation must be multiplied by the number of segments
left to traverse. Thus, the deviation occurring in the first segment causes
the particle to go at a slightly different angle for all of the segments.
The further deviation occurring in the second segment is active for only nine
segments, etc.
Thus, in summary, the deviation, X, occurring in each segment is taken from
the computer calculations of the unperturbed trajectory. From this, each
AX is calculated using the measured perturbed field. The total deviation
is found by multiplying each deviation X by the number of segments of path
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Outlines of calculations are shown in Table
schematically in Figure 11.
14 and the trajectory is shown
TABLE 14

















The total deviation due to the ion source shield is approximately 0.045 inch
in the direction shown in Figure 11. The coordinates of the image given in
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MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION, TOTITE
Introduction
The question of optimum aluminum alloys to be utilized in Totite primary and
secondary structures has been investigated. Of primary concern is structural
strength before and after welding; workability of the material; corrosion
resistance; and availability. In the interest of aiding mechanical design
personnel, information dealing with structural properties is presented for
two common weldable aluminum alloys in Table 15.
Discussion
The structural design concept of Totite chassis and secondary structure employs
light gauge (to 0.125") aluminum sheet and extruded shapes. It is anticipated
that the primary means of fastening will be fusion welding with riveted and/or
bolted connections utilized as required. In the interests of simplifying the
procurement aspect, it is recommended that the entire structural system be
fabricated from a weldable alloy. It is recognized that many suitable alloys
exist and it is not the intent here to limit the choice to the materials shown.
However, there are other important factors to be considered such as availa-
bility and cost. While alloys 5083, 5456, etc., offer higher strength in the
welded condition, they may be more expensive and not readily available.
One of the primary concerns of the Navy is material corrosion and both alloys
shown are corrosion resistant. However, 6061-T6 is considered one of the best,
if not the best, and from past experience, the Navy has a preference for 6061.
From a workability standpoint, 5052 shows a slight advantage. This can be
verified by a comparison of minimum bend radii tables (Ref: Alcoa Structural
Handbook) for the two materials. For example, in 0.125 inch material the
minimum bend radii are: 5052, 0-1t; 6061-T6, 1-1/2-3t (t = material thickness).
For structures and components which are subcontracted, there may be a cost ad
advantage with 5052 material.
Conclusion
For welded structures, it is felt that 6061-T6 is the best choice. This is
based on the significantly higher strengths in both the welded and unwelded
conditions. Although 5052 is corrosion resistant and slightly more workable,
it would appear that the Navy's preference for the corrosion resistance of
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TABLE 15
Unwelded Welded
Tensile Tensile Shear Tensile Tensile Shear















Note: Values shown are in units of lbs/in2
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1.1 This document specifies the procedure to be used for the acceptance tests
of the Atmospheric Contaminant Sensors, hereinafter referred to as the ACS,
defined by Exhibit A, Statement of Work for Atmospheric Contaminant Sensor,
20 May 1971, and Perkin-Elmer Aerospace Division drawing 344800.
1.2 This document applies only to the preproduction units designed and
fabricated under NASA Contract NAS9-12066. Since these systems are pre-
production units the performance specifications, as noted in the Statement
of Work, are considered only as design goals. Therefore, the inability of
the ACS to meet any of these design goals during acceptance test shall not
be considered as the basis for rejection.
1.3 These preproduction units may, at the discretion of the supplier, be
delivered for field installation and preliminary testing prior to the initia-
tion and/or completion of the acceptance test.
1.4 Because of the maintainable nature of the ACS it may, at any time, be
adjusted, recalibrated, or repaired before, after or during acceptance test.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents shall be used during the acceptance test:
a. 345400 Installation Drawing
b. 344800 Contract End Item Assembly Drawing
c. 82-0023 Acceptance Test Procedure
d. TBD Operation Manual, ACS
3. TEST CONDITIONS, EQUIPMENT, FACILITIES AND TOLERANCES
3.1 GENERAL. The test conditions, equipment, facilities and tolerances
under which the tests in Section 5 shall be conducted are specified below.
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS. Unless otherwise specified herein, all tests shall be
conducted under the following conditions and verified prior to performing
each test:
a. Standard Conditions shall be as follows:
(1) Test temperature shall be 65 to 85°F





(3) Barometric pressure shall be laboratory ambient
(4) Ambient illumination shall be the prevailing laboratory
ambient.
b. Unless otherwise specified, test equipment error shall not exceed
one-fourth of the allowable tolerance of the measured value. Where
this is not possible, known error may be used to correct the measure-
ments. The ACS outputs shall be observed only on its internal meters
and the limitations of these devices will not be subject to the
above restrictions.
c. All data sheets shall be stamped and dated as specified in Section
6, Data Sheets.
3.3 TEST EQUIPMENT
3.3.1 The items listed in Table 1, or their equivalents, are required to
conduct the tests specified herein. All test equipment shall be calibrated
per the appropriate calibration procedure and the next calibration due date
shall be shown on a calibration decal. Prior to performing the tests speci-
fied herein, the test equipment required shall be surveyed to verify that
the calibration due dates are not violated.
3.4 FACILITIES
3.4.1 The tests shall be conducted at the Perkin-Elmer Aerospace Division
facilities, 2855 Metropolitan Place, Pomona, California.
4. PRECAUTIONARY ITEMS
4.1 The ACS unit contains a pump down valve and a vent valve both of which
are located on the analyzer assembly. Operation of either of these valves
can cause the analyzer to be vented. While the system is protected against
harmful effects due to excessive internal pressure, a sudden venting of the
analyzer might not allow time for these protective devices to operate, in
which case damage might occur. Utmost caution shall be exercised to insure
that these valves are not opened during acceptance testing of the ACS.
4.2 The ACS also contains a heated variable leak valve, located on the analyzer,
which is utilized to admit a gas sample into the mass spectrometer. This
valve shall be opened only when the following controls are on: POWER (circuit
breaker and lamp); L.V.P/S (switch); and ION PUMP (switch and lamp); and
ROUGH COMP (lamp). The rotary switch below the analog test meter shall be in
the Ip (200 pA) position. When opening the valve it is necessary to turn the
handle CCW several revolutions before any indication will appear on the analog
test meter. Even so, the valve shall be opened cautiously because when it does
start to open the ion pump current will rise very rapidly. When closing the
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Verification testing of the performance characteristics of the CAS is given
in the following paragraphs. Any of the tests in the following sections may,
at the discretion of the Technical Monitor, be deleted or replaced by test
data taken during functional testing.
5.1 INITIAL SETUP. This Acceptance Test Procedure shall not be performed
from a cold turn on, but rather after the unit is in a full up functional
condition with all calibrations performed.
5.1.1 Verify that all digital displays are working by pressing the DISPLAY
TEST switch and noting that all digital displays read 1888. Record acceptance
or rejection on Test Data Sheet.
5.1.2 The ACS operational controls shall be initially set as indicated
below. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.





















































































5.1.3 The ACS input voltage shall be supplied from a Variac which is set for
115 +1 volts ac output. Record on Test Data Sheet.
5.2 NOMINAL CONDITIONS. The following nominal conditions shall be observed.
Record on Test Data Sheet.
PARAMETER TITLE VALVE LOCATION
Hydrogen Output H2 < 1.0 torr Output DVM
Oxygen Output 02 < 1.0 torr Output DVM
Carbon Dioxide CO2 < 0.6 torr Output DVM
Output
Freon 12 Output F12 < 5 M torrr Output DVM
Freon 114 Output Fll/F114 < 5 M torrt Output DVM
Sample Flow SAMPLE FLOW Zero SCFH Flow Panel
Thermocouple Gauge TC TBD* Analog Test Meter










































tRead only after pressing the FREON UPDATE switch and waiting for the
lamp to go off.



















































5.3 ZERO CHECK. The zero check test shall be conducted as follows:
a. Press the XERO CHECK switch and hold until Steps b and c are
completed. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.
b. Observe the outputs as indicated by the OUTPUT DVM displays. Record
on Test Data Sheet.
c. Exercise the DIGITAL TEST METER switch and record all of the out-
puts indicated on Test Data Sheet.
d. Release ZERO CHECK switch.
5.4 FUNCTIONAL TEST. The functional test shall be conducted as follows:
a. Attach Standard Mixture gas sample bottle to the sample inlet port
and record its composition on Test Data Sheet.
b. Establish a sample flow of 0.05 +0.01 SCFH as indicated on the
flowmeter. Allow sufficient time for complete purging of the
inlet system. Record flow rate on Test Data Sheet.





c. Set DIGITAL TEST METER on P.AMB and verify that sample inlet
pressure is being maintained in the indicated range. Record
pressure on Test Data Sheet.
P <AMB PSAMPLE < PAMB + 10 torrAMB - SAMPLE - AMB
d. Set ANALOG TEST METER switch to Ip (200 PA) and the DIGITAL TEST
METER switch to position 3. Then admit the sample by opening the
inlet leak valve. Initially, watch the ion pump current and keep
it near TBD*. Observe for 5 minutes and reset the valve as
necessary to stay within +10 PA. Record on Test Data Sheet.
e. Press the FREON UPDATE switch and after the indicator lamp goes off
record all outputs and the P.AMB indicator pressure on Test Data Sheet.
f. Compute the required outputs as indicated on the Test Data Sheets
and compare the observed and required values. Record on Test Data
Sheet.
5.5 INPUT VOLTAGE TEST. The input voltage test shall be conducted as follows:
a. Set the input voltage Variac for 126.5 +1.0 V ac. Observe and record
all indicated outputs on Test Data Sheet.
b. Compare against required outputs as indicated in Paragraph 5.4,
Step f. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.
c. Reset the input voltage Variac for 103.5 +1 V ac. Observe and
record all indicated outputs on Test Data Sheet.
d. Compare against required outputs as indicated in Paragraph 5.4,
Step f. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.
e. Reset the input voltage Variac for 115 +1 V ac. Record on Test
Data Sheet.
5.6 MIXTURE CHANGE TEST. The mixture change test shall be conducted as
follows:
a. Close the SAMPLE IN valve and disconnect the Standard Mixture
from the sample inlet.
b. Attach Mixture No. 1 and purge the inlet system. Reestablish the
flow and pressure settings at nominal values. Record on Test
Data Sheet.





c. Allow 10 minutes for restabilization and observe all outputs. Record
outputs on Test Data Sheet.
d. Compute the required outputs and compare against indicated values.
Record on Test Data Sheet.
5.7 AUTOMATIC RATIO CIRCUIT TEST. The purpose of this test is to verify the
operation of the automatic ratio circuit system.
a. Record the ion pump current on Test Data Sheet.
b. Increase the ion punp current by 10% by opening the variable leak
valve. Observe and record the outputs and compare them to the
calculated values in Paragraph 5.6, Step d. Record on Test Data Sheet.
c. Decrease the ion pump current by 20% by closing the variable leak
valve. Observe and record the outputs and compare them to the
calculated values in Paragraph 5.6, Step d. Record on Test Data
Sheet.
d. Reset the VARIABLE INLET LEAK valve to the original ion pump current
setting of Paragraph 5.4, Step d. Record on Test Data Sheet.
5.8 FREON 11 TEST. The Freon 11 test shall be conducted as follows:
a. Close the SAMPLE IN valve and disconnect Mixture No. 1. Attach dry
N2 and purge tne inlet system for 10 minutes.
b. Set FREON MODE switch to the Fll/F12 position.
c. Press FREON UPDATE switch and record the Fll background, while
sampling dry N
2
, on Test Data Sheet.
d. Close SAMPLE IN valve and disconnect dry N2 sample. Attach the
Freon ll/N2 mixture and purge the inlet system for 10 minutes.
Record Fll/N2 mixture level on Test Data Sheet.
e. Establish nominal flow and pressure levels. Record on Test Data
Sheet.
f. Record N2, Fll, and F12 outputs on Test Data Sheet.
g. Compute the required outputs and compare against actual values.





5.9 PRESSURE TEST. The pressure test shall be conducted as follows:
a. Close the SAMPLE IN valve and disconnect the Freon 11/N2 mixture.
Attach the Standard Inlet System (SIS) which has been modified with
a 0 to 50 inHg pressure gauge. Set up to introduce STP Mixture
over a variable pressure range with the SIS. Purge in ACS inlet
system.
b. Establish a nominal flow at a pressure of 30 inHg. Record the
indicated outputs then compute the required outputs and compare to
actual values. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.
c. Establish a nominal flow at a pressure of 20 inHg. Record the
indicated outputs then compute the required outputs and compare to
actual values. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.
d. Establish a nominal flow at a pressure of 40 inHg. Record the
indicated outputs then compute the required outputs and compare to
actual values. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.
e. Close the SAMPLE IN valve and disconnect the SIS. Set up nominal
pressure and flow conditions on laboratory ambient air and allow
ACS to stabilize. Record all indicated outputs on Test Data Sheet.
5.10 REDUNDANT FILAMENT TEST. The redundant filament test shall be conducted
as follows:
a. Record all indicated outputs on Test Data Sheet. Set FILAMENT SELECT
switch to the redundant filament, which has not been in use. Allow
five minutes for restabilization. Observe and record the indicated
outputs on Test Data Sheet.
b. Compute the expected outputs and compare the observed values to
expected values. Record on Test Data Sheet.
5.11 DEGAS TEST. The degas test shall be conducted as follows:
a. Close VARIABLE INLET LEAK valve and allow 10 minutes for stabilization.
b. Turn HEATER switch to DEGAS mode and observe the outputs. They should
begin to go up as the heaters warm up. The water output in particular
should rise. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.






5.12 OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION TEST. The overpressure protection test shall
be conducted as follows:
a. Close SAMPLE IN valve and attach a dry N
2
sample bottle. Establish
nominal flow and pressure conditions. Record ion pump current on
Test Data Sheet.
b. Slowly increase analyzer pressure by opening the HEATED VARIABLE
INLET LEAK valve while observing the pressure on the Ip (200 pA) range
of the ANALOG TEST meter. When full scale is reached switch to the Ip
(200 mA) range and continue to open slowly. When the ion pump cur-
rent reaches approximately 1 mA the FIL A ON indicator lamp shall go
off and the FIL STANDBY indicator lamp shall remain off. Record on
Test Data Sheet.
c. Continue slowly increasing the internal pressure. At a pump current
level of about 5 mA the sound of a relay should be audible, which
completely turns the filament off. The FILAMENT PREHEAT indicator
lamp will remain ON. Record on Test Data Sheet.
d. In order to prevent a possible loss of vacuum requiring roughing of
the mass spectrometer an alternate test was substituted. The inlet
leak valve was closed and the system was turned off. Then the POWER
circuit breaker, L.V. P/S and ION PUMP switches were turned on. As
the thermocouple gauge warms up its output is observed at the TC
position of the ANALOG TEST METER. The output will first go up,
thereby simulating a high internal pressure. Even though the ION
PUMP switch is ON, the ion pump should remain inhibited as indicated
by an OFF condition on the I.P. ON indicator lamp. When the TC output
reaches approximately 1 mA the ROUGH COMP. indicator lamp should light
and then the I.P. ON indicator lamp will light. By rapidly switching
the ANALOG TEST METER to Ip (200 pA) the pressure pulse will be ob-
served as the ion pump restores background pressure. Set ANALOG TEST
meter to TC.
CAUTION
This paragraph shall be read and understood in its
entirety before continuing with testing.
Continue to increase the internal pressure until the TC output reads
approximately 1 mA on the ANALOG TEST meter. At 1 mA on this scale
the ion pump shall automatically turn off, causing the ROUGH COMP. and
I.P. ON indicator lamps to go off. When this occurs, close the
VARIABLE INLET LEAK valve immediately and immediately throw the TC
OVERRIDE switch. This will allow the ion pump to restart and prevent





e. With the VARIABLE INLET LEAK valve closed, allow the system to pump
back down. As this happens the filament preheat relay should be
audible at 5 mA and the STANDBY indicator lamp shall light at 1 mA.
5.13 LOSS OF POWER TEST. The loss of power test shall be conducted as
follows:
a. After the STANDBY indicator lamp lights, turn the analyzer ON. Open
the VARIABLE INLET LEAK valve and reset to the value recorded in
Paragraph 5.13, Step a. Record on Test Data Sheet.
b. Unplug tne system from the power outlet and wait 30 minutes. Record
on Test Data Sheet.
c. Replug system into power outlet and observe the pump down cycle as
specified in Paragraph 5.13. If the TC output indicates that the
pressure is too high for the ion pump to restart, throw the TC OVER-
RIDE switch and attempt to restart. If the pressure is too high the
system will have to be roughed down. Record acceptance or rejection
on Test Data Sheet.
5.14 SPARES TEST. As an alternative to actual testing of the spare electronics
plug-in cards, the NASA Technical Monitor may accept calibration data, which
has been run on the system with the spare plug-in cards installed prior to
initiation of this acceptance test. Records of this test data shall be included
with the Test Data Sheets and referenced in Section 5.14 thereof. At the dis-
cretion of the NASA Technical Monitor, the spare electronics plug-in cards can
be tested by subjecting the ACS to the Functional Tests (Paragraph 5.4) with the
new set of cards in place. Record all data on Test Data Sheet.
5.15 WORKMANSHIP. Inspect workmanship that in general is in accordance with
MIL-E-5400. Record acceptance or rejection on Test Data Sheet.
5.16 EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS. Verify all external dimensions as specified in












6.1.1 This section contains all of the data sheets necessary to record the
data requirements of Section 5. The applicable Section 5 paragraph is refer-
enced for each data requirement. Additional data sheets are available from
the Seller's Quality Assurance Group.
Test Conducted by -. y e Date tL/ 7)o/ 
Test Verified by - Date/; - ~ .c- (
Test Surveillance Date i; LO-
at ~~eo o 2 - -71Date
Date
6.1.2 The survey of all test equipment, in compliance with the requirement of
Section 3.3, shall be verified in this section.
All test equipment within current calibration dates: () YES NO_
Survey Conducted by 7. ) ii -. Date dL / 2 /
Survey Verified by .- -- C-M<--- Date /,--J -7 /
Survey Surveillance Date______L__





6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 00 /
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS
3.2a (1) Test temperature shall be 65 to 850 F.
(2) Relative humidity shall be < 90%.
(3) Barometric Pressure (lab ambient)
(4) Illumination (lab prevailing)
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.1 INITIAL SETUP
5.1.1 All digital displays functional (1888)
5.1.2 ACS controls set as specified.
5.1.3 Variac setting shall be 115.0 +1.0 V ac.
5.2 NOMINAL CONDITIONS
H20 shall be < 2.0 torr.
02 shall be < 5.0 torr.
CO2 shall be < 0.6 torr.
F12 shall be < 5 ppm









A, DEC 201971 \
S TP /DATE
(/) ACPT __EJ
1, ~~ DEC 20 !9
STAMP/DATE
/ ac










6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 2 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 00 
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS
5.2 (Cont)
F114 shall be < 5 ppm.
SAMPLE FLOW shall be 1.0 SCFH.
TC gauge shall be (TBD)
I (200 HA scale) shall be < 5 VA.
p
IEA shall be (TBD)
IAN shall be 37.5 +1.0 pA
TS indicator shall be (TBD)
TV indicator shall be (TBD)
VACC shall be (TBD)
+5 shall be 500 +5
-15 shall be 1500 +15
+15 shall be 1500 +15
+24 shall be 310 +20
N2 output shall be < 4 torr.
H2 0 output shall be < 1 torr
P.AMB shall be amb press +2 torr
1 (H
2
Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02
2 (H2 0 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02


















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEETS (Sheet 3 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMB ERE ~O
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS
\ DEC 20 1971
STAMP/DATE
(Cont) ACTUAL
3 (N2 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 O, /
4 (02 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 0. 01-L
5 (CO2 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 Dd,/
6 (F12 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 76AO mat' iO~
7 (Fll/114 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.0 t P J, l





ZERO CHECK switch held until Steps b and c () ACPT VREJ
are completed.
/ /t DEC 20 1971 .
STAMP/DATE
b. Outputs indicated by OUTPUT DVM displays
shall be:
H2 (< 2.0 torr)
02 (< 5 torr)
CO2 (< 0.6 torr)
oo0
O./
F12 (< 5 ppm)
F114 (< 5 ppm)
STAMP/DATE 









6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 4 of 21)




c. DIGITAL TEST METER outputs shall be:
VACC
REQUIRED
N2 (< 4 torr) Oo 
H 2 0 (< 1 torr) 1',
(H2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02 
(H2O0 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02 , O I
(N2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(02 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02 fO/
(CO2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02 o/
(F12 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02 TtoaL PA tw o Io
(F11/114 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02 i p '.-l' .ocA ,oO
·cfa rw- f'C. STAMP/DATE
5.4 FUNCTIONAL TEST











6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 5 of 21)






Cylinder Number 6 3 9 7
b. Flow rate shall be 0.05 +0.01 SCFH
c. Ambient Pressure 73E
AMBIENT
d. Ion Pump current
...itron ,aloor_ .oabpuL (7,0_.. .


























7 Y M torr






6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 6 of 21)







PH P 3 7 i x /. A 7 x 1
H2 (P.AMB) (%H2) 100
PO 7 x '/ x 1
2 (P.AMB) (7°2) °00
PCo = 7 x _ x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%C02 ) 100
F114 x /)O x 1
(P.AM (ppm F1142) 1000
P = -~ 5'9 x / x &; x 1
P N= 7 Y , x 7
/
Y x 1
2 (P. AMB ) ) 100







E C .0 1971 ,I
STAMP/DATE
REQUIRED
/0. 9 _+4 torr
1 3 y +10 torr
,= & + 1.3 torr
7= 7 r + 23 M torr




*No tolerance. Information only.







6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 7 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER CO 1
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.5 INPUT VOLTAGE TEST










b. All readings within tolerance





/~QvTP/ DEC 20 1971
STAMP/DATE
ACTUAL









/ DEC 20 191 
STAMP/DATE
(/) ACPT /REJ
DEC 20 191 
STAMP/DATE









6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 8 of 21)








d. All readings within tolerance
e. Nominal line Variac setting (115 +1 V ac)
·I / DEC 201971 4
STAMP/DATE











S-T'A2 DEC 20 1971 ;
STAMP/DATE
5.6 MIXTURE CHANGE TEST


















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 9 of 21)





Cylinder Number j33 G 9 p/b /4l'/, 
Sample flow (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)
Sample pressure (P< P <ambient sampe ambient
+2 torr)


































6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 10 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 00 /
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.6d. Required Values
PH x C9, 9 x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%H2 ) 100
P0 = x _ __I x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%02) 100
PCO = x , 3 x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%CO2 ) 100
PF12 x P x 1
~F114 ((ppm F114) 1000
(P.AMB) (ppm F12) 1000
PN = x 7A.3& x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%N2 ) 100
P =
H20
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.
5.7 AUTOMATIC RATIO CIRCUIT TEST




, 7 +4 torr
/ 6S +10 torr
= 1 I/ +1.3 torr
= O +23 M torr












6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 11 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 0/L
5. TEST PROCEDURES






All readings within tolerance






All readings within tolerance
d. Ion pump current reset to value recorded
in Step a above.


























6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 12 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER O 0/
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.8 FREON 11 TEST
c. Fll background output (< 4 M torr)
d. Freon 11/N2 Composition
Cylinder Number 45Y9 y/d/~'I A1
e. Flow (0.05 +0.01 SCFH

























Fl1 - x x l











6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 13 of 21)





All outputs are within tolerance.
5.9 PRESSURE TEST
b. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)




























6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 14 of 21)




PH = x /q7 x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%H2) 100
P0 = x /IO x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%02) 100
Pc =o x /_.O x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%C0 2 ) 100
PFil4 x /00 x 1
~(P.AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
PF12 x I x 1(P. AMB ) (ppm F12) 1000
PN =x 7Y e x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%N2) 100
P. =PH20
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.
AMB
flfm'2 Y,.y





J 17 +10 torr
,7 0 +1.3 torr
~2;j +23 M torr
79 +23 M torr .
~Sf9 torr
6 torr*
(/) ACPT / REJ
(/) ACPT Y REJ







6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 15 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER OO I
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.9c. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)


















2 (P ... )
- ' - AMB
P G P
2 (P.AMB)
X /, Y7 x 1
(%H 2) 100
x /8 x 1
(%o2) 100
x /, O_- x 1
(%C0 2 ) 100
PF114 x / 00 x 1
(P.AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
PFl2 - /0_x_ x 1










2= %, +4 torr
9; +10 torr
= . +1.3 torr
r/ +23 M torr






6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 16 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 0;1I
5.9c. (Cont)
PN = x 7, e' x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%N2 ) 100
PH202
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance
_PHO-X-21-54- = _(i I t- *\ -tt
d. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01























/ , t torr
/.'f torr
lo. torr
/ 8/ M torr
// M torr
7 7 0 torr
L,0q torr
9 90 torr






6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 17 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 0 0
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.9d (Cont)
2 (P. AMB) (%2) 100
PCo - x /.S2 x 1
2 (P.AMB ) (%C02 ) 100
PF11
4 x /00 x 1
(P. AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
PF12 x _l_ _ x 1
(P. AMB) (ppm F12) 1000
P x ,7dVP x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%N2 ) 100
PH20
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.
'P __S~R~tfhrm~LLI. L -·-
(4_.Ug) S L5 -'' 










I/ 3 +10 torr
/OL/ +1.3 torr
/lO +23 M torr
/ '! +±23 M torr








! °, 7 torr
~- /.; " torr







6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 18 of 21)















p - 7360- 7,f x 20.99 x 1
2 (P AMB-PH20) to
2
Pco = x 0.03 x 1
2 (P. AMB-H ) 100
P - x 78.03 x 1





7 I, N torr
5,O O M torr
./ ; M torr /
p y 5' torr





- /=53 +10 torr
D 62- +1.3 torr
- 7 D torr




6) +11 M torr








6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 19 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 00 I
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.10b. (Cont)






(/) ACPT / REJ
STAMP/DATE
ACTUAL
(1) ACPT REJ 
STP DEC2C 1EI 
STAMP/DATE
5.12 OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION TEST
a. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH) . O" SCFH
Ambient Pressure ambient torr
Ion pump current O/r: \ '. ' - iPA
DEC20 1971 \
'~'' ' STAMP/DATE
b. ON indicator lamp switched off. (/) ACPT e REJ
STANDBY indicator lamp off (I) ACPT Y REJ
Ion pump current (approx 1 mA) (/) ACPT P REJ
DEGC2 0 1('7s"
STAMP/DATE
c. Relay sound audible (/) ACPT REJ







6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 20 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 0 0'
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.12c. (Cont)
FILAMENT PREHEAT indicator ON
Ion pump current (approx 5 mA)
d. Entire Paragraph read
Ion pump OFF
ROUGH COMP lamp OFF
I.P. lamp OFF
TC indication (Approx 1 mA)
e. Preheat relay audible (5 mA)
STANDBY lights (1 mA)
5.13 LOSS OF POWER TEST
a. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)
Ambient pressure ambient
Ion pump current 




(/) ACPT ' REJ
DEC20
STAMP/DATE
(/) ACPT A' REJ
(/) ACPT _ REJ
(/) ACPT V REJ
(/) ACPT V REJ















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 21 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBERE 2 a 
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.13b. Power off at
c. Power on at
Observe pump down













6.3 SPARES FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 3)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.14 SPARES TEST 
(Follow procedure of Paragraph 5.4.)










b. Flow rate shall be 0.05 +0.01 SCFH
c. Ambient Pressure ambient
d. Ion Pump Current











-I,- C aILv- 6, -u {
swbtL di 8 47
87




6.3 SPARES FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 2 of 3)








H20 . i 
AMBM
f. Required Values
P H - x x 1
PH2 (P.AMB) (%H2) 100
P 0 = x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (z 2 ) 100
Pco -= x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%C02 ) 100
P 1 14, - x x 1
(P. AMB ) (ppm F114) 1000
PF12 (ppmx x 1













E:= ______ +4 torr
=______ +10 torr
=_____ +1.3 torr
______= +23 M torr






6.3 SPARES FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 3 of 3)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.14 (Cont) 9 
P = _ _ _x x 1



























5.17 ELECTROMAGNETIC CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE TEST
5.17.1 TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE. The test setup shall be as follows:
a. Make the basic test setup shown in Figure 12. Stamp Test Data Sheet.
b. Operate measurement equipment as specified in manufacturer's
instructions.
c. The limits shall be as shown in Figure 13. Record acceptance or
rejection of this requirement on Test Data Sheet. Record actual
measurements on Test Data Sheet including meter reading and all
appropriate correction factors.
d. Repeat Paragraphs b and c, above, for the 115 V ac supply lines
using line stabilization capacitors (LSC's) and band-reject filter
to remove the 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics of the power line frequency.
5.17.2 TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE. The test.setup shall be as-follows:
a. Make the basic test setup shown in Figure 12. Stamp Test Data Sheet.
b. Operate the measurement equipment as specified in manufacturer's
instructions. Perform all measurements utilizing peak detector on
the RFI meter.
c. The limits shall be as shown in Figure 14. Record acceptance or
rejection of this requirement on Test Data Sheet. Record actual
measurements on Test Data Sheet including meter reading and all
appropriate correction factors.
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SERIAL NO.. TEST BY
SERIAL NO. CERTIFIED














MEASUREMENT CW PCW BB
DET: FUNCTION FI QP PK SEL. RMS AVG




6.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 1) A
;'._'_ _DEC 2 o 197!
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER _____
STAMP/DATE
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.17 ELECTROMAGNETIC CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE TEST
5.17.1 Test Setup and Procedure ACTUAL
a. Test set up as shown in Figure 1. v .
STAMP/DATE
c. Limits not exceeded (/) /
OK
Data Sheets attached vA DPEC/ODT .
STAMP/DATE
d. (b) and (c) repeated for 115 V RTN
(c) Limits not exceeded (/) /
OK
Data Sheets attached 1:)1.
STAMP/DATE
5.17.2 Test Setup and Procedure ft DEC gO 1971 /
a. Test set up as shown in Figure 1. DE 1
STAMP/DATE
c. Limits not exceeded (/) _
OK
Data Sheets attached | C, m 
STAMP/DATE
d. (b) and (c) repeated for 115 V RTN
(c) Limits not exceeded (/) IV
OK
DECOR 








4 r-l OS C N 17
MODEL NO.
EMI METER /Al M .2 S A
PICKUP DEVICE Cr - P 
TEST C'/,I U C 7-r', i
SE / oR
SERIAL NO.
SERIAL NO. 4 17- / 6
An- ~i-L MODELNO. 9 _ -I
.i/I U MODEL
DATA SHEET
DATE OF TEST / 2 - 2 0 - 7/
TEST BY FC £ IGo Al
CERTIFIED DL e / O uLl/v 7Z.
SERIAL NO. a F/ 4 ,b
POSITION / / r v .V, c-,
MEASUREMENT CW PCW iB
DET: FUNCTION FI QP SEL. RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
K y/eA'r ;_ A /LIc tV r X 7/, L-
l o 'S 3 . ,_
Z o 26 Z
oo00 -3 -11 26
____ -L 2L3
q0, o - I~, - ) 4 / 8
.- O - l
139 - ___
O - q0 19 71
S.D 0 __ _ T -,4 /_





EQUIPMENT A 7 F 0: CO T SE A/SOa 8
DATA SHEET
DATE OF TEST /2' - ' 0 - 7 /
MODEL NO.
EMI METER
PICKUP DEVICE -CL4 / . r P "to. e
TEST (:O/NC VLI :7E ,,''
SERIAL NO. /
SERIAL NO. +/7-/ 6











DET: FUNCTION FI QP SEL. RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
k tf _ h ovi / D D /. i _
16D 39 °-_ 7 -se
30 o / _ _ _ 4_
0oo - 3 - 11 Z6
fou . i _12 2i 
/.O.^ t1l7 r: 0 __ J_2
z. , ,, _-/ -t /3 5 
,o ,, , , 1 6
0Uo 0 f rL 4 -/ 2_ 14
26.5 ", - -/+ 2 
50.o 1 ,, 3 t{_ 3 -_
_¥. L,," -& ata I4+ _
5= o==, ~ = -o 1 ;-





EQUIPMENT 1 I1 / O LOs 1 0V 
MODEL NO.
EMI METER A/N 12- 7T
PICKUP DEVICE C U P R E '-Al Po 60 6 
TEST (C A,/UC 7" C E M :
-5F -v J a 
SERIAL NO. /
SERIAL NO. AH - +7
MODELNO. 9/S"' -|1
MODEL
DATE OF TEST /. °-, 7 /
TEST BY F, OO IR Ol/
CERTIFIED A4 . l 7 I
SERIAL NO. 8 F 4d' 
POSITION // ; L,/ G C,
MEASUREMENT CW PCW
DET: FUNCTION FI QP SEL. RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
JK HEsRZ ~ ~ db Ag&Vr I r n vi DB DN DBi i. i!
z_ so _ f I-z /¾ 2.,
27. s +1 o 6_
q7 2 -1 83_/s 7 le 2 ,Z3 _ 6
/? /o o -4 7 4
i DEC '0 1971 t








PERKIN-ELMER INTERFERENCE TEST DATA SHEETINTERFERENCE TEST DATA SHEET
AT 7h 02 (Co U T 'OR
AkM 12Tr
C U R ER WT
SERIAL NO. I
SERIAL NO. A /- 4 7
PRfo) - MODEL NO. ¢/ 5'-,, -/
E P I MODEL
DATE OF TEST 2 -20 -7/
TEST BY F: Do /4 o /
CERTIFIED 1 7 
SERIALNO. 4F' --4
POSITION [/ 5 V Lo 
MEASUREMENT CW PCW B
DET: FUNCTION FI QP . SEL. RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
H-rz _ rJ 'v' l,/¢c iJo t GDa ,/i/,
z o 37 , lt /_o
__ ZO .... ./ 
o f 
___ 20 1 04
qm A-
i _ _ I I I _ _ -











EQUIPMENT Ar M O S c o M T .r Al 
DATA SHEET
DATE OF TEST /.2 -2 O 7/
MODEL NO.
EMI METER /( f 4 0 A
PICKUP DEVICE 0 R A E aMr
TEST CO I V C r- 
SERIAL NO. /
SERIAL NO. 7 '_ _ '__
-
P Ro e MODEL NO. /i5 C ^/




F. Do 10, ,,
D,,c JE/ 7 2
POSITION // <S / L o W
MEASUREMENT | C PCW
DET: FUNCTION Fl QP i . RUS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
;VMiO -<e. V_
_____ _ 3Z 3. X /0 A P 
2 0 '0 Ae. ie z__ _ _ _ __8
70' Ao qc' /,9 ¥o2 7/
9,o ,_ a 2 .7 y/ 0 A i-
3sk ,i,,, li _ ,7 X/e /"- 
jD S ex, 7Zr _ _ _ _ _ _ ___/5
/Z ,o c v, K ~,- z, ~' x .o /S~
/7, sm f¢ r L Z,' Js i /
=ce~ Z,_
F- 176
_ _ I _ _ 1 
PAGE
102
MEASUREMENT | W;' PCW
DET: FUNCTION F, QP E RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
J ',de 1 .
J ~~~~3 ) x Al/) r14,  /t 3'',)S,/
N;, ,-. - ~/': "' , ~ r M., ie ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C~iL
,~ o /~,z-Y7' z,' A 13 z97 -
Y20 kre TZ t, X 5'I-
SVo RC<. r7 x /03 75
6&O Csuz 0. o 3 5-
7. i)" IiZ o3 70?,. L, ff~~~x". ~ ] , ,  W; 
90., /E^' ra . 7 X /0 ;- 6
,?/. ,,- ;, 7/, -x 10 3 4-
3. , iy o, 1P; '4. gS /V 
k3A H S z ,7 Z.
7. -He-, ; s o3
q.3 o T , 5 ' 'O / . x J
S.zK ,,',.7;Z s- X /o ' DEC 20 1971 ,',, 2 S
S-.d Sk'wx7 7 XY '3 o32
. 7K /vE ,r; 6 x io 2 ?>
1 9,7 k 4  r /
S. a . sJ- 1c Z YA ^ i 3 _
- . - F, -
e G. Sl' ~i w',eriz . £ ~ 5tO/9
2.7I Hd tz Z,/O X/
~vSx7'h tt ',*"'Z, - Zx i o . //3;





TEST BY F " -
CERTIFIED D '/ fl 'J / 7 -"
SERIAL NO. 5 * 
'
' 
POSITION / / 5" V / :
._i
SERIAL NO. /
SERIAL NO.7 - -2 s"




EQUIPMENT ; - ' '
MODEL NO.
EMI METER / A
PICKUP DEVICE / , -
TEST -
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6.1.1 This section contains all of the data sheets necessary to record the
data requirements of Section 5. The applicable Section 5 paragraph is refer-
enced for each data requirement. Additional data sheets are available from
the Seller's Quality Assurance Group.
Test Conducted by , ML, 94 ,, Date /2-t(-7 
Test Verified by : </ Date 2 -2i-
Test Surveillance - Date /-I 2/°/
Date
Date
6.1.2 The survey of all test equipment, in compliance with the requirement of
Section 3.3, shall be verified in this section.
All test equipment within current calibration dates: (/) YES ' NO
Survey Conducted by M f)~, g -. 2 Date / 2- -L-7 
Survey Verified by Date/ L - t-1 i






6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER aOQ
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS
3.2a (1) Test temperature shall be 65 to 850F.
(2) Relative humidity shall be < 90%.
(3) Barometric Pressure (lab ambient)
(4) Illumination (lab prevailing)
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.1 INITIAL SETUP
5.1.1 All digital displays functional (1888)
5.1.2 ACS controls set as specified.
5.1.3 Variac setting shall be 115.0 +1.0 V ac.
5.2 NOMINAL CONDITIONS
AL s"hall be < 2.0 torr.
02 shall be < 5.0 torr.
CO2 shall be < 0.6 torr.





















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 2 of 21)




F114 shall be < 5 ppm. _ (3 O ppm
SAMPLE FLOW shall be 10 SCFH. , SCFH
TC gauge shall be (TBD) ~ L.
I (200 .A scale) shall be < 5 pA.-7 i4 1 .- .it/ I '1. / ijA
IEA shall be (TBD) S~ rLGk %.vL 1 / q 6
IAN shall be 37.5 +1.0 pA 3 7. A
TS indicator shall be (TBD) 7 d9 V
TV indicator shall be (TBD) f CGU9 l
VACC shall be (TBD) 1 X 4 *3
+5 shall be 500 +5,o0 .?
-15 shall be 15,00 +15 I /Y,6
+15 shall be 1500 +15 ^ iS c l<, / ,6.
+24 shall be 3O0 +±O0 5JSI . Lwt I 4 *2 2 7 -_- 7
003 torrN2 output shall be < 4 torr. t0 AO 3 torr
H2O output shall be < 1 torr 0 . -o torr
P'AMB shall be amb press +2 torr -- MB 7j 
1 ~'tg l oAMB 72 .
1 (H Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 . /_ ____ 
2 (H2 0 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 , .







6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEETS (Sheet 3 of 21)





2 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 , OL
4 (02 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 .V/
5 (CO2 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 ____' ___o
6 (F12 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 .' /
7 (Fll/114 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02 P5\. O -
STAMP/DATE
5.3 ZERO CHECK
a. ZERO CHECK switch held until Steps b and c
are completed.
b. Outputs indicated by OUTPUT DVM displays
shall be:
H2 (< 2.0 torr)
02 (' 5 torr)
CO2 (< 0.6 torr)
F12 (< 5 ppm)
F114 (< 5 ppm)
(,/ ACPT VREJ 












6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 4 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER ao 2
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.3 (Cont)
c. DIGITAL TEST METER outputs shall be:
VACC
N2 (< 4 torr)
H20 (< 1 torr)
(H2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(H2 0 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(N2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(02 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(CO2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(F12 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02




























6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 5 of 21)






Cylinder Number 6 3 7
b. Flow rate shall be 0.05 +0.01 SCFH
c. Ambient Pressure 733
AMBIENT


































6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 6 of 21)








PH = 7 qo x i i/ x 1
P = 7'O x /7 x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%H2 )
Pc = .7 go x /,_c_ L x 1
CO2 (P. AMB) (%C 2 ) 100
PF114 = 2__ _ x x 1F114 (P.AMB (ppm F114) 1000
F12 27 0 x /OL- x 1(P AMB) (ppm F12) 1000
P. = 7 / 0 x ,$8 x1N2 7 (N2) 100
P2 (P. AMB) (%N 2) 100
STMP/DATE A
ACTUAL




-. 1' i 1971
STAMP/DATE
REQUIRED
/Ol. i +4 torr
i 33 +10 torr
7-, + 1.3 torr
7q + 23 M torr
7 7 +23 M torr
_____/ torr
PH202
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance. (/) ACPT /REJ








6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 7 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 00 -
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.5 INPUT VOLTAGE TEST










b. All readings within tolerance






























6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 8 of 21)









d. All readings within tolerance
e. Nominal line Variac setting (115 +1 V ac)
STAMP/DATE
77 M torr









5.6 MIXTURE CHANGE TEST















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 9 of 21)





Cylinder Number 3 of
Sample flow (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)
Sample pressure (P P < P
ambient - sample - ambient
+Dtorr)
























c, / M torr










6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 10 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 00')-
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.6d. Required Values
P = 7 2/' x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%H2) 100
P = 7YO x ___1,_I x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%02) 100
P cO 7 / ' x _ , _ x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%CO 2 ) 100
PF11 = 7 x c3 x 1
(P. AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
P -7 YY0 x £P3 x 1
F1 (P.A) (ppm F12) 1000
P =  7 0 x 7Y .36 x 1
2 (P AMB) (%N2 ) 100
P =H202
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.
5.7 AUTOMATIC RATIO CIRCUIT TEST
a. Ion pump current
STAMP/DATE
REQUIRED
= 3. +4 torr
/ +±10 torr
jo +1.3 torr
= &' +23 M torr












6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 11 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER O O2
5. TEST PROCEDURES






All readings within tolerance






All readings within tolerance
d. Ion pump current reset to value recorded
























6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 12 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER C)O DEC 21 
STAMP/DATE
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.8 FREON 11 TEST ACTUAL
c. Fll background output (< 4 M torr) I-7 1S S l M torr
STAMP/DATE
d. Freon 11/N2 Composition /- ppm
Cylinder Number jj-
e. Flow (0.05 +0.01 SCFH









Fll "l CL~j W // -n . , , 9/ M torr
F12 aL l 5 ° M torr
P.AMB 5 Lot62 IPA f 7owA torr
sl' 1t4re ] = II DEC 21
A I-- L_ I.j .Jf .j , !c STAMP/DATE
g. Computed outputs . 91 2 Z9 n t' r .
Fll = "7'|/0 x / .- x 1 W= I _. p
(P AMB ) (ppm F11)
N2 = 7 7 torr*
(P AMB) .: 










6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 13 of 21)





All outputs are within tolerance.
5.9 PRESSURE TEST
b. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)
































6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 14 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER C0)-
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.9 (Cont) 4t 2 347 
Required values
PH = 7 .)-L x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%H2 ) 100
P = '7 6 2 x /_ x 1
02 (P AMB) (%02) 100
1,o2-
Pco = 7 x _ x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%C02 ) 100
P = 7L2-. x I'O x 1PF114 (ppm F114) 10 0
(P. AMB (ppm Fl14) 1000
PF12 x /o- x l
(P. AMB ) (ppm F12) 1000
p = 7 64- x x 1
2 (P'AMB) (%N2 ) 100
P =
H20
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.







=- ·34 +4 torr
'37
=7-' +10 torr
7.2 7 +1.3 torr
= 7)-, +23 M torr










6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 15 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER CG-
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.9c. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)












PH = x _ __7 x 1
2 (P. AMB) (%H2 ) 100
P 0 = C5-' x x 1
2 (P AMB) (%02) 100
P o= ._ ° x 1, O . x 1
CO2 (P-AMB) (%CO2 ) 100
P F114 = -5 x /O I0 x 1
(P .AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
PF12 x J/O x 1
(P. AMB) (ppm F12) 1000














=I7 6 +4 torr
= 9/ +10 torr
= .g,/&' +1.3 torr
,S"'+23 M torr







6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 16 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 72
5.9c. (Cont)
PN = 5 2 x x 1
.2 (P. AMB) (%N2) 100
PH20 =
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance
P B- (trr) 2l to, Tn=ln '.. 
?41~t Y3~(j~~-
_~n
d. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01



































6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 17 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER )' 
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.9d (Cont)
PH =  /t/6 x i7 x 1
2 ~(P.AMB) (%H2 ) 100
P. = /0/6 x // x 1
CO2 (P'.AMB) (%C 2 ) 100
P 114=  / / x /e0 x 1
(P. AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
PF12 = 0/16 x /s x 1(P. AMB) (ppm F12) 1000
P = /0/6 x 7; x 1
N2 (P.AMB) (%N2) 100
P = 
H20O
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.
.AMB torr -
(41rg4W , 5.4 n








= / /o _ +4 torr
-= /'13 +10 torr
-= / 0, ± +1.3 torr
= t : ±+23 M torr
-= 26/ +23 M torr
= _;Lg eF~torr
0) torr*












6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 18 of 21)














PO = 7 2 t/ x 20.99 x 1
2 (P. AMB- PH20) 100° ( . _-p ) 100
P = 7'5l x 0.03 x 1
2 (P AMBPH 100
AMB 78.03 x 1
2 PA.B H0) 100
2
















/, -2 +10 torr
o0. +1. 3 torr
-_/ G torr
7, i torr
') +11 M torr








6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 19 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 4O02
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.10b. (Cont)
All readings within tolerance.
5.11 DEGAS TEST
b. Outputs rise
5.12 OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION TEST
a. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)
Ambient Pressure , l 7ambient
Ion pump current
b. ON indicator lamp switched off.
STANDBY indicator lamp off
Ion pump current (approx 1 mA)
c. Relay sound audible
Filament off









, _ 3-- SCFH
7____ torr
/oo' .A













6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 20 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 2CJ--
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.12c. (Cont)
FILAMENT PREHEAT indicator ON
Ion pump current (approx 5 mA)
d. Entire Paragraph read
Ion pump OFF
ROUGH COMP lamp OFF
I.P. lamp OFF
TC indication (Approx 1 mA)
e. Preheat relay audible (5 mA)
STANDBY lights (1 mA)
5.13 LOSS OF POWER TEST











(/) ACPT ' REJ
(/) ACPT _-REJ
(/) ACPT I-REJ
(/) ACPT ' REJ _,
STAMP/DATE
(/) ACPT vREJ










6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 21 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 06C' )
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.13b. Power off at
c. Power on at
Observe pump down




":~ -i ~t ~<' ,-
STAMP/DATE
/ 7 3 8-min
(/) ACPT REJ _'






6.3 SPARES FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 3)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBERE /d' / 
STAMP/DAT
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.14 SPARES TEST v- /iYL
(Follow procedure of Paragra .4.)















b. Flow rate shall be 0.05 +0.01 C
c. Ambient Pressure ambie:
d. Ion Pump Current












6.3 SPARES FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 2 of 3)














2 (P.AMB) (%H2 )
PO x
2 (P AMB) (%-02)
Pc = ) x x 1
C2 (P.AMB) (%C02 ) 100
PF114 = x x 1
(P.AM) (ppm F114) 1000
PF = --_ x x 112(ppm F12) 1000
(P. A ) (ppm F12) 1000


























DATA SHEET (Sheet 3 of 3)
SERIAL NUMBER O 6Z_ SAPDiAi; E21 971
STAMP/DATE
5.15 WORKMANSHIP
Workmanship verified (/) ACPT REJ
STAMP/DATE
5.16 EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS















5.17 ELECTROMAGNETIC CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE TEST
5.17.1 TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE. The test setup shall be as follows:
a. Make the basic test setup shown in Figure 12. Stamp Test Data Sheet.
b. Operate measurement equipment as specified in manufacturer's
instructions.
c. The limits shall be as shown in Figure 13. Record acceptance or
rejection of this requirement on Test Data Sheet. Record actual
measurements on Test Data Sheet including meter reading and all
appropriate correction factors.
d. Repeat Paragraphs b and c, above, for the 115 V ac supply lines
using line stabilization capacitors (LSC's) and band-reject filter
to remove the 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics of the power line frequency.
5.17.2 TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE. The test setup shall be as follows:
a. Make the basic test setup shown in Figure 12. Stamp Test Data Sheet.
b. Operate the measurement equipment as specified in manufacturer's
instructions. Perform all measurements utilizing peak detector on
the RFI meter.
c. The limits shall be as shown in Figure 13. Record acceptance or
rejection of this requirement on Test Data Sheet. Record actual
measurements on Test Data Sheet including meter reading and all
appropriate correction factors.



























































SERIAL NO. TEST BY
SERIAL NO. CERTIFIED
MODEL NO. SERIAL NO.





MEASUREMENT CW PCW BB
DET: FUNCTION Fl QP PK SEL. RMS AVG












6.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 1
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER 0 0 L
ST'AMP/DATE -
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.17 ELECTROMAGNETIC CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE TEST
5.17.1 Test Setup and Procedure ACTUAL
as a n u DEC22 1971
a. Test set up as shown in Figure 1. (0 
c. Limits not exceeded
Data Sheets attached
d. (b) and (c) repeated for 115 V RTN




Test Setup and Procedure
Test set up as shown in Figure 1.
c. Limits not exceeded
Data Sheets attached
d. (b) and (c) repeated for 115 V RTN























EMI METER " / ' .
PICKUP DEVICE -- - , I' i - ,,Pi .(' _
TEST La2 V l , /- I 
', F A - : A
SERIAL NO. _ -
SERIAL NO. -
MODEL NO. -." '' .-/
MODEL
DATE OF TEST / - - - //
TEST BY .- / /? , " 
CERTIFIED .2,' - 2 -
SERIAL NO. / 5 - -,
POSITION /,' S 
MEASUREMENT PCW
DET: FUNCTION Fl QP ( S , RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .! ,, '.,
.3 c. /-5 z; x 8°;
'? K 3 ' / 
6 / 2 / /.
_ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _/_o








EQUIPMENT A /t (' c A, , ,! -' /\
DATA SHEET
DATE OF TEST / -' -' / /
MODEL NO.
EMI METER /: 4' -/ /4
PICKUP DEVICE ( L- I / /': /J /
TEST ( /' - 6 - 7/ /C
SERIAL NO. TEST BY ./ C ' 4 ''
SERIAL NO. 7/c •t CERTIFIED / !,; Li
,iJ),: c ';"MODEL NO. Y ' SERIAL NO. -> -'
/ A-I t2 MODEL POSITION ' ' -' / /. /
MEASUREMENT CW, PCW
DET: FUNCTION FI QP .,PK:- E RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
/1.? (1 j- /) z .. __i
6X5
6S ~-' / '"X /o ,z . -
1O. . . .x /o G8f o"'i b 9 A X/6 3 _ ___
/_-_: 5x a / _/ _s
0~o -.. ..
I -1 1. _ 1 1










TEST C .- :
:' Fj , ' /?
AI /7LA
:. I, /' f A I
SERIAL NO.
SERIAL NO. / 7 -./
1_'_ -:/: - MODEL NO. '/ ! 7 ' - /
/- Al I- MODEL
DATE OF TEST ._/ --.- , -_
TEST BY / l ); / , ,
CERTIFIED .? a -' 7 .
SERIAL NO. /q /: / X6
POSITION i-' "I/ // ,
MEASUREMENT CW PCW (BB.i
DET: FUNCTION Fl QP SEL. RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
k ¥' ' _ c ' : -'~ 6'7 _ _ _-/_
/, C! c -:1 - 7
231/ ; -? -/ _ / /9








A, P ;~ T'/ P.
- [ 76
PERKIN-ELMER INTERFERENCE TEST
EQUIPMENT A /I C. ( t ,' /i 
MODEL NO.
EMI METER A. ,"' , / 
PICKUP DEVICE L 1[, /t'.:L i , /i,' ,/ //
TEST I ' .f .. / , Z ) )/' li
\.
SERIAL NO.
SERIAL NO. A ! 4 7
MODEL NO. '/ )' 
MODEL
DATE OF TEST - , '/
TEST BY .- /.) , '/ ' /,
CERTIFIED 1- / -
SERIAL NO. / / -; ' (
POSITION i'.' ' ,_
MEASUREMENT CW PCW (_,
DET: FUNCTION FI QP (P,; SEL. RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
AX :/~, 7 ,":~._ _. __ /')/': /',, '/__./_/_4/Z
20 _______ 33
33 _; ' t_..
6/ /7- -! 7
7.~ /7 - I 7,,
,7 - G - _ t g +
/20 / .c, - 3 _ 7
./ c' - - ..56
/·:"ia; 2







l 1 /-I ; , .
EMI METER ,' /I' 2 2 A
PICKUP DEVICE C. L/ /t ' C A
TEST ( ' , (' ,: / Z- /7
v 7 "/ 'A : /f'
/ - I
IL , (I / _ DATE OF TEST / - - -' //
SERIAL NO. TEST BY / I' ' ,
SERIAL NO. OJ/. 7/ 6 CERTIFIED / ), c- 7 - 7 2
MODEL NO. '/ 25 - / SERIAL NO. /i½ / 1 ' 75' 6
MODEL POSITION //' >'
MEASUREMENT CW PCW (Bl
DET: FUNCTION Fl QP "E) SEL. RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
k~ f4'~ I-Vi / ,j ,- i')/,' __ _ __ -G .'., i,,//,_
,"' ,' 3 5 --"s 70
2 ,,o / 2S' " - /i 7
S.¢ / 7 -/2 3 
3 ·Y C - / + 7 /
2 0 - 2- /
3 5 ' /A' , fi ',,J I = =/ /







EQUIPMENT A , ' , %, ' / i ,- A i I 
MODEL NO. SERIAL NO. -
EMI METER / l / -i , T SERIAL NO. A / 4J ,
PICKUP DEVICE L /. I' ! A / / ' C 1: MODEL NO. /./ ' *) /
TEST ( I 4 / / / / MODEL
DATE OF TEST / _' ' - //
TEST BY / --- / /', c A.
CERTIFIED /) , - ' E
SERIAL NO. /*- Jd 
POSITION / (-, 1 - '
MEASUREMENT CW PCW (
DET: FUNCTION FI QP P) SEL. RMS AVG
FREQUENCY AMBIENT METER READING BANDWIDTH FACTOR PICKUP FACTOR CORRECTED VALUE SPEC. LIMIT
/.-}/: J,, ,i - )- n /.//
,. . , - . ' [i l .' t+I- -,
__ _ ___ _ 
[-i. c :¾ V
', .; - f- 7~1 I =~ 6f
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6.1.1 This section contains all of the data sheets necessary to record the
data requirements of Section 5. The applicable Section 5 paragraph is refer-
enced for each data requirement. Additional data sheets are available from
the Seller's Quality Assurance Group.
Test Conducted by / 1-,/~,.I Date 7 z.
Test Verified by QW s A4 Date t 2 7Z
Test Surveillance 3 Date g
Date_
Date
6.1.2 The survey of all test equipment, in compliance with the requirement of
Section 3.3, shall be verified in this section.
All test equipment within current calibration dates: (1) YE.' NO
Survey Conducted by Date_
Survey Verified by Dx  ate?? 24i Z






6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS
3.2a (1) Test temperature shall be 65 to 850 F.
(2) Relative humidity shall be < 90%.
(3) Barometric Pressure (lab ambient)
(4) Illumination (lab prevailing)
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.1 INITIAL SETUP
5.1.1 All digital displays functional (1888)
5.1.2 ACS controls set as specified.
5.1.3 Variac setting shall be 115.0 +1.0 V ac.
5.2 NOMINAL CONDITIONS
H2 0 shall be < 2.0 torr.
02 shall be < 5.0 torr.
CO
2
shall be < 0.6 torr.






















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 2 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS
5.2 (Cont)
F114 shall be < 5 ppm.
SAMPLE FLOW shall be 1.0 SCFH.
TC gauge shall be (TBD)
I (200 PA scale) shall be < 5 VA.
p
IEA shall be (TBD)
IAN shall be 37.5 +1.0 iA
TS indicator shall be (TBD)
TV indicator shall be (TBD)
VACC shall be (TBD)
+5 shall be 500 +5
-15 shall be 1500 +15
+15 shall be 1500 +15
+24 shall be 310 +20
N2 output shall be < 4 torr.
H20 output shall be < 1 torr
P.AMB shall be amb press +2 torr
1 (H
2
Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02

















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEETS (Sheet 3 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS
5.2 (Cont)
3 (N2 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02
4 (02 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02
5 (CO2 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02
6 (F12 Elcmtr) shall be 0.01 or 0.02





a. ZERO CHECK switch held until Steps b and c () ACPT REJ
are completed.
STAMP/DATE









F12 (< 5 ppm)






6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 4 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.3 (Cont)
c. DIGITAL TEST METER outputs shall be:
VACC
REQUIRED
N2 (< 4 torr)
H2 0 (< 1 torr)
(H2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(H2 0 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(N2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(02 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(CO2 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02
(F12 Elcmtr) 0.01 or 0.02

















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 5 of 21)






Cylinder Number 634/ 7
b. Flow rate shall be 0.05 +0.01 SCFH
c. Ambient Pressure
AMBIENT
d. Ion Pump current
-NitL re' prt- lcmctzr- outut ,4 (70-- -1
SZ j.7, it  rrr.fp ,
ACTUAL
i. -/7 %




















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 6 of 21)









pH 7-/ x 7/,7 x 1
2 =(P.AM) (%H2 ) 100
P = 7f/x x 1
2 (P. AMB) (% 2 )
Pco = L( x / )- x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%C02 ) 100
PF114 7#/ x /01 x 1
(P AMB (ppm F114) 1000
P. 2 =1 7 ( x x 1
(P.F12 AMB) (ppm F12) 1000
PN = 27/- /
2 (P.'AMB)








/. cP C +4 torr
-= /.3,Z . ,- +10 torr
-77. .56 + 1.3 torr
74 I1 + 23 M torr
7 7, c ~
= -'++23 M torr
5-¢/ 1, - 3 torr
PH20 =
*No tolerance. Information only.








6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 7 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.5 INPUT VOLTAGE TEST









b. All readings within tolerance




























6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 8 of 21)








d. All readings within tolerance












5.6 MIXTURE CHANGE TEST
















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 9 of 21)





Cylinder Number 5 C), C
Sample flow (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)
Sample pressure (P ambient < Psample < Pambient
+2 torr)


















/ L7 ~, torr
/~/. L, torr











6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 10 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER/(3rj2)
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.6d. Required Values
PH , 7At x 6j jI x 1
H2 (P. AMB) (%H) 100
P0 = x 7t.2 x -J x 1
2 (P.AMB) ) 100
CO -_ - x 1
2 (P AMB ) (%CO 2 ) 100
P F114= _71 x x 1
(P AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
P F12 _ _ _ _ x - - x 1
(P. AMB) (ppm F12) 1000
PN = 7 x - , x 1
2 (P. AMB) (%N2 ) 100
PH20 =2
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.
5.7 AUTOMATIC RATIO CIRCUIT TEST




= , _ __+4 torr
= /63 , f+lo torr
= / . G +l1.3 torr
- ___ +23 M torr
+23 M torr









6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 11 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER '2, Z
5. TEST PROCEDURES







All readings within tolerance














All readings within tolerance
d. Ion pump current reset to value recorded











6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 12 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBERL~2_
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.8 FREON 11 TEST
c. Fll background output (< 4 M torr)
d. Freon 11/N2 Composition
Cylinder Number 4j5j?
e. Flow (0.05 +0.01 SCFH
Sample pressure (P.AMB < PSAMPLE < P'AMB
+10 torr)







>'c 7 AE 7/7 










Fll = 74- x 4 x 1
(P. AMB) (ppm Fll) / 0UC)
N2 = _7 (_.A)
( AMB)







6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 13 of 21)





All outputs are within tolerance.
5.9 PRESSURE TEST
b. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)






























6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 14 of 21)




P = x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%H2) 100
P = x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%O2) 100
P co x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%CO2 ) 100
P F114 x x 1
(P.F114 AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
P =_F12 x x 1
(P.AMB) (ppm F12) 1000
P = x x 1N
2 (P.AMB) (%N2 ) 100
P =
2
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.



















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 15 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.9c. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)












P - x x 1
H2 (P. AMB) (%H2) 100
P = x x 1
02 (P.AMB) (%02) 100
P c _____ x x 1
2 (P AMB) (%C02 ) 100
PF114 = x x 1
(P. AMB) (ppm F114) 1000
P F -- -- x x 1
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*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance
P.AMB (torr) +2 torr = Inlet pressure
(inHg) x 25.4
d. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)



























6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 17 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.9d (Cont)
PH = x x 1
P0 x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%H2 ) 100
P = x x 1CO
2 (P.AMB) (%CO 2 ) 100
PF114__ x _1
P F1 x x 1
14(
(P.AMB) (ppm F12) 1000
PH =
2
*No tolerance. Information only.
All readings within tolerance.
P.AMB (torr) +2 torr = Inlet pressure
(inHg) x 25.4
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P. 7 x 20.99 x 1
2 (PAMB- PH2 ) 100
P = 7 _ c_ x 0.03 x 1
2 (P.- PH20) 100
PN = 7 3 x 78.03 x 1
2 (PAMB- PH20) 100









7 /I M torr
, i/ M torr





= (9- +_1. 3 torr
= '6 * 1_ torr
= 6 .57 torr







6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 19 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.10b. (Cont)










5.12 OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION TEST
a. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)
Ambient Pressure ambient
Ion pump current
b. ON indicator lamp switched off.
STANDBY indicator lamp off
Ion pump current (approx 1 mA)





















Ion pump current (a









d. Entire Paragraph read
Ion pump OFF
ROUGH COMP lamp OFF
I.P. lamp OFF
TC indication (Approx 1 mA)
e. Preheat relay audible (5 mA)
STANDBY lights (1 mA)
5.13 LOSS OF POWER TEST
a. Flow rate (0.05 +0.01 SCFH)



















6.2 FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 21 of 21)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER66 2-
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.13b. Power off at















6.3 SPARES FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 3)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.14 SPARES TEST
(Follow procedure of Paragraph 5.4.)














b. Flow rate shall be 0.05 +0.01 SCFH SCFH
STAMP/DATE
c. Ambient Pressure ambient
d. Ion Pump Current









6.3 SPARES FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 2 of 3)














PH = x x 1
2 (P.AMB ) (%H2) 100
P - x x 1
02 (P AMB) (%02) 100
P co x x 1
2 (P.AMB) (%CO 2 ) 100
P F1 1 4 x x 1
(P AMB ) (ppm F114) 1000
P F12 5 x x 1














-= _______ +10 torr
-= ______ +1.3 torr
-= ______ +23 M torr






6.3 SPARES FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 3 of 3)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.14 (Cont)
P = x x 1





















6.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY TEST DATA SHEET (Sheet 1 of 1)
REFERENCE PARAGRAPH SERIAL NUMBER
STAMP/DATE
5. TEST PROCEDURES
5.17 ELECTROMAGNETIC CONDUCTED INTERFERENCE TEST
5.17.1 Test Setup and Procedure ACTUAL
a. Test set up as shown in Figure 1.
STAMP/DATE




d. (b) and (c) repeated for 115 V RTN




5.17.2 Test Setup and Procedure
a. Test set up as shown in Figure 1.
STAMP/DATE




d. (b) and (c) repeated for 115 V RTN
(c) Limits not exceeded (4)
OK
Data Sheets attached
STAMP/DATE
43
174
